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Ladies and gentlemen, 
Dear artists, performers 
Participants, Ladies and gentlemen, 
 
I feel truly privileged to be able to join you in this inspiring Theatre on the Edge Festival. 
 
What a fantastic showcase of the power of arts and music, what an explosion of creativity 
and a channelling of positive energy. 

 
On behalf of UNESCO I would like to sincerely thank all those people and organisations that 
have made this possible, including the NCCA, the UNESCO Earth savers and Dream Centre, 
the local government, Save the children, the International Theatre Institute and so many 
others. Without wanting to exclude anyone, let me mention two names that were key to the 
success of this festival, Dr Cecile Alvares, and Mr. Gardy Labad. It’s your energy, inspiration 
and creativity that has infected all of us here present, but most of all you were the source of 
inspiration to all the artists and performers, who defined the success of the festival.  
 
I would like to acknowledge and thank all of you , especially the people of Bohol, who, 
under difficult circumstances, have shown immense commitment and dedication to 
support others in the recovery process. Thank you.  
 
Yesterday, on the way to Loon, I witnessed the devastating impact of the October 
earthquake, and I saw the total destruction and collapse of houses, churches and other 
buildings. But Philippino people are so resilient. I also saw the results already of initial 
restoration efforts and a joint commitment to build back better. 
 
With the Theatre on the Edge Festival, I also saw that building back better for you is not 
only related to the infrastructure, but also to the ‘software’, to the society at large. You, the 
performers and artists showcased today the power of culture, the power of arts and music, 
which can be applied in so many areas. Whether it is to raise awareness on MDGs, on 
political or societal issues, on the MDGs, or on complex issues such as climate change, the 
performing arts and music play a very special role in conveying sometimes difficult and 
complex messages. Via this Theatre on the Edge Festival you focused on the specific theme 
of natural disasters, and I could recognize at least three key functions: 
 

a) To raise awareness on the origins and causes of natural disasters. 
b) To contribute to community preparedness, so that we know how to respond when 

disaster strikes. 
c) To mobilize arts for healing of trauma inflicted by natural disasters 

 



We all learned a lot from this. I personally learned also something else, namely that the 
performing arts and music is a very powerful way of conveying complex messages. 
Politicians, and organizations like the United Nations, including myself, we all use words to 
convey our messages. The power of words indeed is strong, and if words are chosen right, 
the message goes straight to your head. But arts is much more powerful, because the 
message goes straight to the heart. 
 
Ladies and gentlemen,   
 
UNESCO has been an organization that promotes peace and mutual understanding amongst people. 
This very principle is deeply-rooted in the first line of UNESCO’s constitution, which states: 
 
“since wars begin in the minds of people, it is in the minds of people that the defenses of peace must 
be constructed.”  
 
In order to achieve this ultimate goal, UNESCO has developed an approach to position 
Culture more strongly in support of sustainable development. We advocate the many roles 
that culture and the arts must play in our societies, and in our struggle to turn our 
development path into a new direction of long-term sustainable development. We 
therefore hope that the role of Culture for Development will be integrated into the new 
international agenda after 2015 when the MDG period comes to a close. 
 
The Theatre on the Edge Festival is fully in line with UNESCO’s policy to focus on 
supporting its member states, to underline the power of culture for people-centered 
sustainable development. Integrating traditional knowledge and practices in sustainable 
environment schemes is important, especially considering that we will be confronted with 
more catastrophes as the impact of climate change worsens. 
 
UNESCO's Director-General, Ms. Irina Bokova has been a strong supporter of this initiative 
and has requested me to convey her message to you about the importance of culture to 
bring people together with creativity, solidarity and adaptation of emergency measures. 
Through sharing of best practices and knowledge involving various stakeholders, there is a 
shed of hope for the Philippines to recover from devastation, isolation and loss.  
 
In finalizing, I would like to remind that UNESCO is owned by its Member States, and therefore it 
belongs to each one of you. Your wisdom, energy, dedication, knowledge, skills and aspirations are 
what will steer your societies, and our shared planet, towards a more sustainable and peaceful future. 
It is in fact quite simple: together we can address and overcome the hurdles posed by natural 
disasters, and as such we can also achieve the higher goal as reflected in the UNESCO constitution, 
namely…..”to create peace in the minds of people”. 
 
Thank you for your attention. 
 


